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The	semantics	of	degree	
•  Reference	to	/	comparison	of	degrees:	

	Anna	is	1,65	m	tall.		Zoe	isn’t	that	tall.	

	Anna	is	taller	than	Zoe.	

•  The	degree	seman5c	framework:	
•  Enrich	ontology	to	include	degrees	(type	d)	
•  Degrees	organized	into	scales	S		=	⟨	D,	≻,	DIM	⟩	
•  D	a	set	of	degrees	
•  ≻	an	ordering	rela5on	on	D	
•  DIM	a	dimension	of	measurement	

	
(Bartsch	&	Venemann	1973;	Cresswell	1977;	Bierwisch	1989;	
Kennedy	1997;	Heim	2000;	among	many	others)	
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Degree-semantic	framework	
•  Broad,	flexible	applica5on	

•  Gradable	adjec5ves,	quan5ty	expressions,	verbs,	…	

•  Degree	modifica5on,	comparison;	telicity,	…		

•  But	fundamental	ques5ons	remain	open	

• What	sort	of	things	are	degrees?	

• What	is	the	structure	of	the	domain	Dd?	

• Main	thesis:	The	degree-seman5c	framework	can	be	
enriched	and	strengthened	by	incorpora5ng	findings	on	
the	mental	representa5on	of	quan5ty	and	degree	
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1.	Ordering	strength	

•  Basic	defini5on	of	scale	imposes	no	restric5ons	on	≻.	

•  Cresswell	1977:	Only	weak	assump5ons:	

•  “…temp5ng	to	think	of	≻	as	at	least	a	par5al	ordering”		

•  transi5ve	
•  an5symmetric	

•  Unimportant	whether	strict	or	not,	total	or	not	

•  Maybe	we	shouldn’t	even	insist	on	transi5vity/
an5symmetry		
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1.	Ordering	strength	
•  Recently:	≻	has	property	of	totality	

	For	any	dis5nct	d,	d’,	either	d	≻	d’	or	d’	≻	d	

•  Kennedy	2007:	“A	set	of	degrees	totally	ordered	with	
respect	to	some	dimension	cons5tutes	a	scale”		

•  Also:	Moltmann	2009;	Beck	2011;		Wellwood	2014;	
among	many	others		

•  Related	view	(Krika	1989;	Rothstein	2010):	Degrees	as	
real	numbers	ordered	by	≥		

•  An	excep5on:	Lassiter	(to	appear)	on	modality	
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Orderings	in	cognition	
Characterized	by	tolerance	rather	than	total	ordering.	

•  Psychophysics:		Discriminability	of	two	s5muli	(e.g.	weight	
of	objects,	loudness	of	tones,	brightness	of	lights)	subject	
to	ra5o-dependent	threshold,	the	‘just	no5ceable	
difference’	JND	(Gescheider	2015)	

•  Preference:	Lack	of	preference	between	two	op5ons	may	
be	intransi5ve	(Luce	1956)	

•  Chocolate	chip	cookie	problem	

•  Quan5ty	comparison:	In	tasks	that	preclude	precise	
coun5ng,	performance	characterized	by	size	and	distance	
effects	that	can	be	described	by	Weber’s	law													
(Dehaene	1997;	Feigenson	et	al.	2004;	a.o.)		
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Number	Cognition	
Approximate	Number	System:	Non-species-specific	capacity	
to	represent	and	manipulate	approximate	quan5ty	

•  Numerosi5es	represented	as	paserns	of	ac5va5on	on	
con5nuous	mental	number	line	

	‘mental	magnitudes	with	scalar	variability’		

•  Modeled	as	Gaussians	whose	widths	increase	in	propor5on	
to	their	magnitude	

currently two competingmathematical formulations of the
number line (Figure 2), although their behavioral predic-
tions are highly similar. The linear model with scalar
variability represents the number line as a series of

equally spaced distributions with increasing spread. The
logarithmic model with fixed variability represents suc-
cessive numerosities on a logarithmic scale subject to a
fixed amount of noise. In both models, larger numerosities
are represented by distributions that overlap increasingly
with nearby numerosities. This variability increases the
likelihood of confusing a target with its neighbors, yielding
infants’ ratio-dependent performance.

Core system 1 in older children and adults
Older children and adults share this system for represent-
ing large, approximate numerosities [3,10,15–17]. When
shown arrays of dots or sequences of sounds under
conditions that prevent counting, adults discriminate
numerosities when continuous variables are controlled,
their discrimination is subject to a ratio limit, and the ratio
limit is identical for arrays from different modalities. Like
those of infants, adults’ numerical representations there-
fore show two hallmarks: they are ratio-dependent and are
robust across multiple modalities of input.

What is the relationship between this approximate
number system and the system of symbolic number that
supports exact enumeration and arithmetic? Early work
showed that adults are faster to determine which of two
Arabic digits is larger when the numerosities are small
and/ormore distant from each other [18]. These two factors
collapse into thesameratiodependencethat isobservedwith
visual or temporal arrays, now seen with numerosities
presented in symbolic form. Ratio dependence in symbolic
numerical comparison has also been revealed in children
as young as 5 years [17], suggesting that children quickly
learn to map symbolic numbers onto their pre-existing
representations of numerical magnitude. Recent evidence
suggests that this mapping is initially logarithmic but
becomes linear during the elementary school years,
consistent with the thesis that the mental number-line is
logarithmically compressed, and that children and adults
learn to compensate for this compression [19].

Core system 1: Summary
To sum up, the findings indicate that infants, children and
adults share a common system for quantification. This
system yields a noisy representation of approximate
number that captures the inter-relations between differ-
ent numerosities, and is robust across modalities and
across variations in continuous properties. This system

Box 1. Infants’ computation of discrete versus continuous

quantities

Early experiments on infants’ quantitative abilities did not fully
disentangle discrete and continuous variables, leaving the source of
infants’ responses ambiguous. More recent studies with stringent
controls illustrate that infants can represent both types of
information.

In tasks involving large numbers of elements, infants compute
discretenumber.With total surfacearea, contour length, display size,
item size and item density all neutralized, infants dishabituate to
changes between 8 versus 16 dots [2] and sounds [6]. That these
activate infants’ approximate representations of numerical magni-
tude is suggested by the signature of ratio-dependent performance.
Furthermore, large-number arrays appear spontaneously to trigger
numerical representations only; infants have difficulty extracting
information about the continuous properties of large number arrays
when number is controlled for [66].

Whereas the first core system outputs specifically numerical
representations, the second system allows for the representation of
continuous variables and of discrete number. Evidence comes from
tasks producing the set-size signature of the system for representing
small numbers of individuals. In someof these tasks, infants respond
based on the total continuous properties of the array. Given a choice
between two quantities of food, infants opt to maximize the total
quantity of food rather than the number of pieces of food [20]. And
when continuous variables are pitted against number in habituation
and violation-of-expectation tasks, infants respond to continuous
variables, such as total contour length or area [23,24]. However, the
system for representing numerically distinct individuals also sup-
ports discrete numerical computations. Infants search for hidden
objects based on the number of objects hidden, not on the total
amount of continuous ‘object-stuff’ hidden [22]. And in a habituation
task with strict controls for continuous variables, infants respond to
discrete number if the array contains objects with highly dissimilar
features (Feigenson, unpublished).

Why do infants sometimes compute continuous extent and
sometimes compute number over representations of small numbers
of individuals? Although no definitive answer has been found,
infants’ performance can be interpreted in light of the stimuli
presented and the behavior required. Computing total continuous
extent over arrays of food objects makes sense if the goal is to
maximize the amount one gets to eat. Computing number when
searching for objects makes sense when the goal is to obtain an
individual object, rather than a detached quantity of ‘stuff.’ Still,
because no single rule decides when infants will compute continu-
ous versus discrete properties of a small-number array, this area is
ripe for future investigation.

Figure 2. Two models of the mental number line (Core system 1), a linear model (a) and a logarithmic one (b), depicting mental activation as a function of numerosity.
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Degree	semantics	with	tolerant	
scale	structures	
What	would	happen	extend	the	degree-seman5c	
framework	to	allow	scales	based	on	models	of	the	ANS?	

	Tolerant	ordering:	d1	~	d2	and	d2	~	d3		but	d1	≻	d3		

•  ‘Significantly	greater	than’	comparisons	(Fults	2009;	Solt	2016)	

Anna	is	tall	compared	to	Zoe.	
	 	μHEIGHT(Anna)	≻tolerant		μHEIGHT(Zoe)		

Most	of	the	marbles	are	blue.	
	 	μ#(blue	marbles)	≻tolerant		μ#(non-blue	marbles)		

•  Approximate	numerical	construc5ons?	
(about	50)	linguists	
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Analogue	magnitude	scale	
Degrees	as…	
...	intervals?	
…	probability	distribu5ons	over	precise	points?	
	

	
	

Ordering	rela5on	≻	as	…	
...	semiorder	(Luce	1956)?	
…	probabilis5c	func5on?	
	

Ø  Ra5o	dependence	problema5c	to	axioma5ze	
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2.	Dimensions	without	units	
•  Poten5al	objec5on:	It	is	plausible	to	assume	degrees/
scales	as	part	of	the	ontology	for	dimensions	such	as	
cardinality	and	height	with	corresponding	measurement	
units.	But	what	about	non-measureable	dimensions	such	
as	beauty?	

	
“Must	we	assume	the	kalon	as	a	degree	of	beauty	or	
the	andron	as	a	degree	of	manliness?	Degrees	of	
beauty	may	be	all	right	for	the	purposes	of	illustra5on	
but	may	seem	objec5onable	in	hard-core	
metaphysics”		(Creswell	1977,	p.	281)		
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Degrees	as	equivalence	classes	
(Cresswell	1977;	Bale	2008,	Lassiter	2011)	

•  Start	with	a	weak	order	R	on	individuals	
	E.g.	‘is	at	least	as	tall	as’	or	‘is	at	least	as	beauOful	as’	

•  Define	an	equivalence	rela5on	≈	
	a≈b	iff	for	all	c:		 	aRc	iff	bRc	and	cRa	iff	cRb	

•  Build	equivalence	classes	
	ā={x	:	x≈a} 	-	these	are	degrees	

•  Define	ordering	rela5on	≻	on	degrees/equivalence	classes	
on	the	basis	of	R	

Ø This	is	an	ordinal	scale!		(Stevens	1946)	
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Evidence	from	linguistics	
Speakers	behave	as	if	scales	underlying	non-measurable	
gradable	expressions	is	stronger	than	ordinal	level:	

•  Distance	comparisons	
				Anna	is	much	taller/older/heavier	than	Zoe.	
				Anna	is	much	happier/more	beau5ful/more	talented	than	Zoe.	

•  Ra5o	modifiers	
				Anna	is	twice	as	tall/old/heavy	as	Zoe.	
			??Anna	is	twice	as	short/young/light	as	Zoe.	
				Anna	is	twice	as	happy/beau5ful/talented	as	Zoe.	

Ø Sassoon	2009:	happy	etc.,	like	tall	etc.,	lexicalize	ra5o	scales.	
•  But…	

			Anna	is	3.1	5mes	as	tall/old/heavy	as	Zoe.	
			??Anna	is	3.1	5mes	as	happy/beau5ful/talented	as	Zoe.	
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Evidence	from	cognition	
Work	in	psychophysics	and	related	fields	has	shown	that	a	
broad	range	of	percep5ons	and	axtudes	can	be	measured	
at	the	interval	or	ra1o	level	
	
	 Percep1on:	loudness,	

brightness,	taste	(salt,	
sugar),	smell	(e.g.	
coffee),	pressure,	
temperature	
(Stevens	1957)	

Pain	
(Price	et	al.	1983)	

Unpleasantness	of	sounds	
(Ellermeier	et	al.	2004)	

Scenic	beauty	
(Daniel	et	al.	
1977,	Ribe	1988)	

Facial	
a;rac1veness	
(Kissler	&	
Bäuml	2000)	
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Conclusions	on	scale	type	
•  Even	for	dimensions	without	standard	units,	an	ordinal	
scale	derived	via	the	equivalence-class	procedure	is	not	
consistent	with	
•  Performance	on	psychophysics	tasks	
•  Linguis5c	behavior	

•  Seem	instead	to	require	intermediate	scale	type:	
•  Stronger	than	ordinal:	distance	between	scale	points	
meaningful	
• Weaker	than	true	ra5o:	no	standard	units;	no	precise	
ra5o	comparisons	
•  Perhaps	approximate	magnitude	scale	the	right	
metaphor	here	as	well	
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3.	Spatial	orientation	
Close	rela5on	in	cogni5on	between	quan1ty	and	measure	
and	space:	
•  SNARC	effect:		spa5al-numerical	associa5on	of	response	
codes	(Dehaene	et	al.	1993)	
•  Lez-right	orienta5on	of	mental	number	line	

•  Number	forms	–	a	form	of	synesthesia	(Galton	1881)	
	
	
	

•  Across	cultures,	5me	conceptualized	in	terms	of	space	
(Núñez	&	Cooperrider	2013)	

•  Common	structures	in	parietal	cortex	involved	in	
representa5on	of	space,	number,	5me	and	other	
magnitudes	(Bue5	&	Walsh	2009)	
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Spatial	metaphor	
Using	the	language	of	space	to	talk	about…	
	

…number	and	measure	
high	ground	/	high	number	/	high	price	

The	dog	is	under	the	table	/	The	lamp	hangs	over	the	table	
John	found	over	/	under	50	typos	in	the	manuscript	
For	children	with	body	weight	over	20	kg…	

The	temperature	rose		
	

…5me	
Jan	stond	voor	zijn	huis 		‘Jan	stood	in	front	of	his	house’	
voor	11	uur		 	 		‘before	11	o’clock’	

Move	the	meeOng	forward	/	push	the	meeOng	back	
The	winter	is	fast	approaching	

	
	
	
	

Corver	&	Zwarts	2006;	Núñez	&	Cooperrider	
2013;	Nouwen	2016;	among	many	others	
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Some	puzzling	disconnects	

•  Prevalence	of	ver5cal	metaphors	–	par5cularly	for	number	

•  Lack	of	lez/right	metaphors,	in	spite	of…	

•  Lez-to-right	orienta5on	of	mental	number	line	(in	Western	culture)	

•  Lez-to-right	conceptualiza5on	of	temporal	sequence	(some	cultures)	

•  Some	cultures:	spa5al	conceptualiza5on	of	5me	without	
spa5al	metaphors	

Ø  Argues	against	equa5ng	mental	representa5ons	and	
seman5c	scales	(Nouwen	2016)	
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Scale	structure	and	metaphor	
•  Nouwen	2016:	Scale	structure	provides	a	clue	to	orienta5on	
of	spa5al	metaphors	
•  Scale	of	number	is	a	ra5o	scale	(Stevens	1946)	

•  Only	ver5cal	axis	has	crucial	property	of	ra5o	scale,	
namely	fixed	0	point	(the	ground)	

The	scalar	metaphor	condi1on:	expressions	that	func5on	on	a	
scale	S	can	only	be	metaphorically	used	on	a	scale	Sʹ	if	S	is	at	least	
as	high	a	level	of	measurement	as	Sʹ,	where	the	relevant	hierarchy	
of	levels	is:	ordinal	<	interval	<	ra5o.		

Ø  Correctly	predicts	possibility	of	horizontal	metaphors	
for	interval/ordinal	scales,	par5cularly	clock	5me	
(though	not	temperature)	
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Approximation	and	visualization	
Number/measure	ozen	communicated	approximately:	
	

It’s	a	quarter	a^er	four.	
• Speaker’s	watch	reads	4:17	

A	third	of	Americans	(34%)	read	the	bible	daily.	

•  Rounding	is	common	(van	der	Henst	et	al.	2002)	
•  Rounded	values	easier	to	process	(Solt	et	al.	2016)	

Ø  Preference	for	values	that	can	be	easily	
visualized?	
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Conclusions	

• Degree-seman5c	framework	can	be	
enriched	by	view	from	cogni5on	
• Scale	structure	/	nature	of	degrees	
• Metaphorical	language	
• Expression	choice	
• Formalizing	such	insights	is	far	from	
straigh�orward	
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